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Piece the peace together and fight for love not war,
Join together in unification and try not to be a bore;
Look to each situation and try and understand all the differences,
Because when you see what all there is you can do the puzzle brilliantly.

  

It's beautiful you know to see the plan of all things coming together,
No matter how hard things are or what you've done it works out in the weather;
For God is good and loves you dearly and wants to best for you life,
If you will only look to him and piece the pieces of peace with wife.

  

And all the magic of all the tragic fits together pieces by piece,
And you understand the differences and see how and why the peace;
Then it's the way it goes and where you go and what you need to remember,
And love a good and clean and holy life from January to December.

  

Fit things in where they go and know you need to see the cure,
And look to God in wonder and all things are answered in prayer;
Your dream will start to come true as you piece the peace of life,
For the heavens are a perfect selection of all things without strife.

  

And the kingdom comes and reigns on earth, with peace in your heart the key,
As piece by piece things fit together and in live what is good to be;
So as you picture the perfect description of everything falling into place,
Take a step back and look at the world and put a smile upon your face.

  

For creation was the greatest gift of God throughout the time on earth,
And the love of man in freedoms plan, God gave us all new birth;
As is the way the people work, that when they fall asleep at night,
The peace of heaven fills their head from what they piece as right.

  

Signed,
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Perfect Paradise
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